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B.Tech. VII Semester (Main) Examination, Dec. - 2015

Civit Engg.

7CE5A Apptication of Numerical Methods in Civil Engg.

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80
Min. Passing Marks : 24

Instruclions to Candi.lates:

Attempt atry five questio s, selectitlg one question from each unit. All questions
carry equal marks. (Schematic diagtams must be shown wheret er necessary.
Any data you feel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly. Units of
quantitie, used/calculdted must be stated clearly.

Utrit - I

f. a) r) Explain the various q,pes oferols with suitable examples. (:4)

ii) Conved (0.859375)10 to the coresponding Binary Fraction (4)

b) Ifn:10:i.1l Iand error inx,tz are respectively 0.03,0.01 &0.02atx=J,
y:I & z:2, calculate the absolute error & percent relative error i[ the
calculation ofit. (S)

OR

1. Explain the Taylor's Theorem and deriye General formula for errors using the
Taylor's theorem. (16)

Utrit - II

2. Find the root of the equation, Cosi-rd=o using secant method conect to four
decimalplaces. (16)

OR

2. Using Nemon - Raphson method, find a root of the equati otf(x) : xsiw+cosx=O
corlect to three decimal places, assuming that the root is near to r =2. (16)
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3.

Unit - [I
Solve the equations , by using cramer's

Rule ( t 6)\ -a \ -
3.\ +6& +rr =1

3x.r+3xr+24=3

OR

3. Solve the system ofequations.

lt 2

28 ;llrl t : l
"l L,,l | ,ol

(16)

Utrit - IV

4. Starting with (;r ol oz ) : (0,0,0) as ftrst iteration, calculate the Next three iteration
for the solution ofthe system of equation as given below.

5.r-r+z = l0
2x+8y-z=ll
-r+ y+ 4z =3

(16)

4. Solve 54r+y+z=110
2x+l5t +62 =12
-x+6y+2'72=85

Using Gauss - seidel method. (16)

Unit - V

5. Find the cubic polynomial/(r) which takes on the values/f0, :-4, J(t)=-1, f(2)=
2,f(3)=11,f(4):32 ,f(5) =71, Hence, or otherwise obtain the value of(6)(16)

OR
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OR

5. The foltowing values ofthe Function F(x) = sin x+cosx Ne glvenas

.t 100 200 300

J@) t .ts 8s t .2817 1 .3660

(r6)

Construct the quadratic interpolating polynomial that fit the aata, fifi . -f (%z)
Compare with exact yalue.
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